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Abstract10

The nEDM apparatus at PSI has been used to search for different dark matter signatures11

utilizing its high sensitivity to shifts in the neutron precession frequency and its well-12

controlled low magnetic field at the µT level. Such a shift could be interpreted as a con-13

sequence of a short-range spin-dependent interaction that could possibly be mediated by14

axions or axion-like particles, or as an axion-induced oscillating electric dipole moment15

of the neutron. Another search, based on so-called UCN disappearance measurements,16

targeted previously reported signals of neutron to mirror-neutron oscillations. These17

dark matter searches confirmed and improved previous results, as detailed in this re-18

view.19

28.1 Introduction20

Apart from searching for the electric dipole moment of the neutron, the nEDM apparatus at21

PSI (Section 18 [1]) is also an excellent tool to search for signatures of dark matter particles.22

The first potential signature studied was a high precision measurement of the shift in the ratio23

of the spin-precession frequencies of ultracold neutrons (UCN) and 199Hg atoms. This shift24

can be interpreted as originated from a possible short-range spin-dependent neutron–nucleon25

interaction [2]. A second search focused on ultra-low-mass axionlike dark matter. The afore-26

mentioned ratio was measured and analyzed as an axion-induced oscillating electric dipole27

moment of the neutron and an axion-wind spin-precession effect [3]. UCN disappearance ex-28

periments were conducted with this apparatus [4] to search for dark matter signatures. It was29

proposed in the fifties that there could be a mirror copy of the Standard Model (SM) particles,30

restoring parity conservation in the weak interaction on the global level. Oscillations between31

a neutral SM particle, such as the neutron, and its mirror counterpart could help explain vari-32

ous issues in physics, including dark matter. The neutron electric dipole moment collaboration33

at PSI conducted an experiment to search for anomalous signals reported before.34

Below we summarize the results of our experiments aiming at identifying dark matter35

signatures with the nEDM apparatus at PSI. A comparison to previous constraints on model36

parameters will be given.37

28.2 Search for axion-like particles38

The most elegant solution to the strong CP problem is to introduce a global chiral U(1) sym-39

metry, usually named U(1)PQ after the two physicists who first proposed it, R. D. Peccei and40
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28.2 Search for axion-like particles

H. R. Quinn [5] in 1977. U(1)PQ is spontaneously broken at some energy scale fa producing41

a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson of the global U(1)PQ symmetry: the axion, as proposed by42

S. Weinberg and F. Wilczek [6].43

One defining feature of the axion is the inverse proportionality of the mass ma to the44

U(1)PQ symmetry breaking scale fa. Therefore, one needs only one parameter to describe the45

axion’s properties. In reference [7], the proportionality factor is computed from first principles46

and using lattice calculations giving47

ma = 5.70(6)(4) µeV

�

1012 GeV
fa

�

(28.1)

The axion is a well-motivated dark matter candidate, as it would solve the strong CP prob-48

lem and possibly explain the observed abundance (or a fraction of it) of the dark matter. How-49

ever, observing the axion in the mass range where it would explain the dark matter abundance,50

requires probing a very weak coupling.51

Experimentally, searching for an "axion" outside the window defined by (28.1) is referred52

to as searching for axionlike particles.53

An important feature of the nEDM spectrometer [?] is the mercury co-magnetometer. The54

search for the neutron electric dipole moment employs the ratio R of the neutron precession55

frequency ( fn) to the mercury one ( fHg) using the fact that this ratio is, to first order, free from56

magnetic field fluctuations. Similarly, this ratio can be used to search for exotic couplings57

forming a class of experiment called clock comparison. In the following, we focus on how to58

search for axion-like particles with advanced clock comparison experiments using the ratio R59

according to equation:60

R≡
fn
fHg
=
γn

γHg

�

1+
~b.~B
B2
±
�

dn −
γn

γHg
dHg

�

2E
hfHg

�

(28.2)

In this expression ~B (~E) is the applied magnetic (electric) field. These fields are parallel to61

each other. This ratio is sensitive to an EDM-like coupling (for the neutrons (dn) or for the mer-62

cury atoms (dHg)) and to any coupling generating a pseudo-magnetic field acting differently63

on neutrons and mercury atoms so that its effective strength ~b is not null.64

Some models predict that low mass axions (ma ≤ 0.1 eV/c2) [8] could have been produced65

in the early universe and would form now a coherently oscillating classical field of amplitude66

a depending only on the axion’s mass ma [9]67

a(t) = a0 cos(
mac2

ħh
t) (28.3)

The same models predict an oscillation of the ratio R induced by the coupling [3]68

L=
CG

fa

αS

8π
Gbµν eG

bµν −
CN

2 fa
∂µaN̄γµγ5N (28.4)

where b is the color index while CG , the axion-gluon coupling, and CN , the axion-nucleon69

coupling, are model dependent dimensionless parameters. The first term is the axion-gluon70

coupling. It induces an oscillation of the neutron EDM through the same mechanism as the71

QCD theta term. The second term is the axion-nucleon coupling. It induces an E-independent72

frequency modulation of the ratio R. In both cases, the frequency of the oscillation depends73

on the (unknown) mass of the axion, see (28.3). The limits obtained at PSI on the couplings74

CG and CN for different axion mass are shown in Figure 28.1a and Figure 28.1b respectively.75
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Figure 28.1: (a) first laboratory-based limit on the axion-gluon coupling CG taken
from [3]. (b) limit on the axion-nucleon coupling CN . (c) shows the limit estab-
lished in [10] for the scalar-pseudoscalar coupling for axion or axion-like particle
(pink solid line). In this plot, reproduced from [11] (courtesy M. Guigue), the solid
lines are constraints established with free neutrons (dark grey excluded zone) while
dot-dashed lines are constraints established on bound nucleons (light grey excluded
zone).

A limit on a completely different mass range can be obtained searching for a scalar-pseudo-76

scalar coupling between the polarized neutrons and the unpolarized nuclei in the electrodes77

of the storage chamber. Due to gravity, the neutron density is higher close to the bottom78

electrode so globally the effective field ~b in (28.2) due to the two electrodes does not cancel79

out for neutrons (it does for mercury atoms whose density is homogeneous). We searched80

for the effective field ~b as a shift in the R ratio correlated with the direction of the applied81

magnetic field. The obtained limit is shown in Figure 28.1c and compared with other limits82

established using atoms.83
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28.3 Search for mirror neutrons84

Lee and Yang suggested [12] that parity symmetry in the weak interaction could be restored by85

the existence of a parity conjugated copy of the same set of weakly interacting particles. It was86

shown later [13] that SM particles would not interact with their mirror counterparts (SM′) via87

SM forces, and SM′ would have its own interactions. However there may exist interactions88

beyond the SM, between neutral SM and SM′ particles. The idea that by the introduction of89

mirror matter, parity and time reversal symmetries could be restored in the weak interactions,90

and thus in a global sense as well, was detailed further in [14, 15]. Berezhiani and others91

proved that the interaction of SM and SM′ particles could answer several open questions in92

physics: (i) mirror matter could be a viable dark matter candidate [16–21], (ii) it would93

provide a mechanism to help solve sterile neutrino anomalies [22–24], (iii) SM neutrinos94

could be endowed with mass [23, 25], (iv) it could open up additional channels of CP and95

baryon number violation, helping to explain baryogenesis and the baryon asymmetry of the96

universe [26, 27], (v) it could provide a mechanism to relax the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin97

(GZK) limit on cosmic rays [28,29]. A comprehensive review can be found in [16,30–32].98

In [33] Berezhiani et al. showed that as long as neutrons and their mirror counterparts99

have the same mass, decay width and gravitational potential, application of a magnetic field,100

B, equal to a mirror magnetic field, B′, in the same place can induce a degeneracy between101

the SM and SM′ states, and an n− n′ oscillation would be possible. The time constant for the102

coupling, τnn′ , could be as low as several seconds. By inducing or destroying the degeneracy,103

this oscillation could be made visible by means of scanning the applied magnetic field in the104

experiments.105

Pokotilovski proposed [34] that if ultracold neutrons (UCN) would be stored, and they106

would oscillate into the mirror state, then by such disappearance experiments a signature to107

mirror states could be probed. First experiments with UCN [35–37] obtained a limit under the108

assumption of a mirror magnetic field B′ = 0 of τnn′ > 448 s (90% C.L.) [37]. Reference [38]109

relaxed the conditions to B′ 6= 0 and set a constraint of τnn′ > 12 s for 0.4µT < B′ < 12.5µT110

(95% C.L.). In [39], Berezhiani et al. further analysed the above experiments and reported111

signal-like anomalies for n−n′ oscillation when B′ 6= 0. Reference [40] again identifies statisti-112

cally significant signals: a 3σ signal from the data in [35], a 5.2σ signal from data in [36,37],113

and a 2.5σ signal in [40].114

The potential signals of [39] motivated a new measurement at PSI by the neutron electric115

dipole moment (nEDM) collaboration [4]. The nEDM apparatus was re-purposed for these116

storage measurements using unpolarized neutrons in order to increase statistics. The B mag-117

netic field was alternately switched off and on using both polarities, thus modifying the degen-118

eracy between the SM and the assumed SM’ energy levels. We did not observe any statistically119

significant changes in the stored UCN counts from different magnetic field settings, and set120

constraints on the parameters of n− n′ oscillation.121

The parameter space of the mirror magnetic field, B′ and (τnn′/
p

cosβ), constrained by122

different experiments is shown in Figure 28.2 [4]. The angle between the assumed B′ and the123

applied magnetic field B is denoted by β . We also plotted the results from previous searches,124

including the signal-like anomalies detailed in the caption.125

As in [33], we considered that the mirror magnetic field B′ and β are constant at the126

experiment site. The constraints in [33,35–40] were measured at the Institute Laue-Langevin127

(ILL) in Grenoble. The experiment in [4] was performed at PSI. We worked with the natural128

assumption that a mirror magnetic field created within the Earth [33] displays approximate129

rotational symmetry around the Earth’s rotation axis, similar to the Earth’s magnetic field.130

Then its components would only change on a level of 5% between ILL and PSI [?], and similarly131

in time, causing a negligible offset on the B′ axis of Figure 28.2.132

The solid orange curve in Figure 28.2 excludes all signal spots (see black dots) reported133
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Figure 28.2: Lower limits [4] on the n− n′ oscillation time, τnn′ at 95% C.L. while
assuming B′ 6= 0. From the asymmetry analysis, the solid orange curve represents
the lower limit on (τB′ 6=0

nn′ /
p

cosβ . The black curve is the global constraint calculated
in [40]. The dot-dashed blue curve represents the lower limit imposed using data
in [38] by [40]. The three striped regions are the signals (95% C.L.): (i) the red
striped region, is the signal region calculated in [39, 40] from the 5.2σ anomaly
in [37]; (ii) the brown striped region is the signal calculated in [39, 40] from the
3σ anomaly in [35]; and (iii) the gray striped region is the signal from the 2.5σ
anomaly observed in [40]. The black dots indicate the the solution consistent with
the statistically significant signals as reported in [39].

in [39], for which the experiment at PSI was optimized in 2017. The three signal bands134

in [37, 39, 40] exclude each other since they don’t overlap at the same mirror magnetic field,135

B′. Our analysis excludes three of the five areas where at least two of the signal bands overlap.136

28.4 Outlook137

Competitive searches for dark matter have been conducted using the nEDM spectrometer over138

the last decade. More ideas are still being explored to extend the limits on axion-like particles:139

a limit on the oscillating EDM signal at higher frequency (axion mass range up to 10−15 eV) is140

under study and dedicated data to push the limit of reference [10] are being analyzed.141

Additionally, similar searches of axion-like particles are planned with the next generation142

n2EDM apparatus making use of the much improved sensitivity in the frequency measurements143

and of the better control over systematic effects. The not yet excluded regions of the signal144

bands of [40] for mirror neutrons will be a focus of future efforts.145
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